
 

 

 

 

 

Overseas ongoing QC 

Schedule a surprise inspection by Verity Staff. 

These cover general production and if some aspect 

needs to be addressed, it is turned over to a 3rd  

Party Technical inspection team.  Or it is handled 

via online telecommuting any time of day or night. 

Quality Control on Orders after  

the proforma for Overseas Factories 

Check of production ISO protocols by a 

trained 3rd Party or Verity EE member  

Proforma Accepted 

 

Weekly production meetings 

scheduled on Mondays 1 am. EST. 

Skype (etc.) conversations Tuesdays 

and Thursdays 10 pm. – 2 am. EST. 
Confirmation on material acquisition 

 
Production starts 

ALL production is subject to surprise, unannounced 

(in some countries surprise means 3-day notice) 

inspections. These inspections are both technical 

and social (living conditions, corporal punishment, 

nutritional standards).  Because of the frequency of 

our inspections, social inspections are performed 

less frequently.  Our staff who visit factories have a 

good indication of this.  Verity will never knowingly do 

business with any company who receives a “Fair” 

rating or worse in the production or social categories. 

These are done by 3rd party companies who work 

freely in the free trade zones.  They also have better 

access to government records.  We rotate one 

company that operates from USA soil and is properly 

dual country licensed to preform inspections.  Random line inspections via live Skype camera which runs continually 

during our ODM product production.   Products are often removed from 

production, placed in tamper proof envelopes (we provide), and Air 

Expressed to our Mishawaka, Indiana location.  

Side note: We get some very funny signs on work benches at times. 

Production & Pre-shipping inspections happen randomly approximately 

1/3 of all shipments. This policy, although time consuming and costly, is 

a very strong factor in our low issue rate.  Factories do not want 

finished products rejected and un-paid for.  This process is paramount 

in making our communications constant and precise. 

Order Shipped 

 

Once a shipment has arrived at Verity Rear Vision it 

is put into quarantine.  It is not “received” and can be 

returned until at least 10% of the order has passed 

R&D testing.  Tests need to be done within 5 

working days to comply with our purchase 

agreements.  We strive for a 3-day completion.  This 

means our 72- hour burn tests start immediately.  

Once R&D completes its testing, the product is 

released into inventory.  System completion 

assembly starts.  Every system undergoes a 

completion check again and is sealed with a tamper-

proof “Contents Verified” sticker which is hand dated 

and initialed by the Inspector. 
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